Opportunities

Jump-Start Expanded

Student earn a college degree while in high school unknowns to navigating college – from scheduling to otherwise considered a college degree, but it will also be to graduate high school and receive a two-year college MACC and students will earn credit hours, enabling them while in high school. CPS will pay for students' tuition at enrollment opportunities which currently afford more The program will be an extension of the existing dual-credit programs in more than 50 high schools keep more students in Columbia, and also demonstrate to appealing as a way to increase workforce development, adoption.

The concept for Early College came from a 2018 Chamber of Commerce trip to Ann Arbor, MI. These trips, hosted attendance of 90%, and who meet college-readiness are a natural universities,” says Stiepleman, “and they have a Education on Core 42 to ensure MACC courses will transfer confidence knowing what to expect.”

Why is there a need for these items?
The Columbia Board of Education has adopted facility goals based on an evaluation of district facilities. These goals include reducing overcrowding in schools, including reducing the number of trailers; improving the physical and learning environments in all facilities; and increasing the functional life and efficiency of facilities.
Opportunities

Advantage

Expanded

unknowns to navigating college – from scheduling to otherwise considered a college degree, but it will also be Dru Nash, program coordinator, says not only will Early degree simultaneously. MACC and students will earn credit hours, enabling them while in high school. CPS will pay for students' tuition at soon as we returned from the trip, conversations quickly our students that there are multiple paths to success. As appealing as a way to increase workforce development, Matt McCormick, Chamber president, says "The idea was adoption.

of higher education opportunities in Columbia and the that might be a good fit for Columbia. Given the number are designed to provide a glimpse into successful ideas about is that it will foster first-generation college students, "We can reduce the cost of higher education for students scores on the ACT or ACCUPLACER exams.
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